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SMALL ANTENNAS FOR WIRELESS MICRO-SYSTEMS

Requirements, State of the Art, Future Trends
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This paper will describe the topology of wireless micro-systems networks and some of their key components. In
particular we will deal with the antennas: loops, helices, F-antennas, patches and dielectrically loaded antennas.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the field of automation and control technologies as well as in the field of transport and

logistics there is a growing demand for distributed autonomous micro-systems. A focus

point of these applications is wireless transmission of data and energy from and to these

micro-systems.

There are especially applications within the field of health. One can think of wireless

sensors nearby the human body to track the vital functions like blood pressure, oxygenation

levels, heart frequency etc.

We will have to distinguish in principle between different application scenarios:

� free space scenario: wide spread, long distance transmissions necessary

� indoor scenario: still long distance transmission necessary

� short range scenario: data and energy transmission within the range of 1 m

� body area network: transmission nearby the human body

For each scenario there will be different topologies for the network and micro-systems.

Within the field of long range transmissions one will have to work with active micro-systems

whereas within the short range and body area field there is also the possibility of passive

micro-systems.
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2 TOPOLOGY OF MICRO-SYSTEMS AND MICRO-SYSTEM NETWORKS

For micro-system networks we have to think of different network levels as shown in Figure 2.

At the lowest complexity end are the micro-systems themselves. They measure, collect data

or work as actors. The middle level will co-ordinate the communication between the back-

bone network and the micro-systems. In the case of passive micro-system this access-level

will also deliver the needed energy. The back-bone network can be every existing or proprie-

tary type of network.

Wireless micro-systems consist of some key parts as shown in Figure 3: antenna(s), battery

and voltage control, LNA and PA, modulator and demodulator, channel encoder and decoder,

memories, controller for data processing and power management and the different sensors

or actors.

FIGURE 1 Possible parts within a body area network.
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There need not necessarily be two antennas, one for data transmission and one for power

transmission. This can be done by one single antenna depending on the frequencies. In some

applications where minimum failure rates are important a buffered solution using two

frequencies should be preferred. This could be 125 kHz for power transmission and

2.45 GHz for data transmission in a short range scenario.

The following Figure 4 shows an example block diagram for the realisation of the RF part

within an wireless micro-system. It represents the blocks antenna, band-pass-filter, LNA and

FIGURE 2 Principal topology of a micro-systems network.

FIGURE 3 Principle diagram of a wireless micro-system.
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PA and modulator and demodulator of Figure 3. There is also an autonomous power

management included that checks for data input and RF signals and disables actual not neces-

sary blocks of the transceiver section. It was designed for minimum usage of external parts. In a

more integrated solution this transceivers works as a building block and can be connected to the

digital parts. Main item is the usage of one technology for analog, RF and digital circuits. For

transmission frequencies up to 2.45 GHz one can think of standard CMOS technologies.

We should have an eye on the different frequency ranges to be used within this scenarios.

Most of the existing systems within transponder technologies use the ISM-bands at

� 125 kHz

� 13.56 MHz

� 26 MHz

� 434 MHz

� 868 MHz

� 915 MHz (US)

� 2.45 GHz

� 5.8 GHz.

These bands have the advantage that no licensing of these bands is necessary unless trans-

mitting power is too high. Depending on the different countries different power levels can be

used. For some applications however it could make sense to use a licensed frequency band. If

more and more wireless micro-system networks occur there is an increase in noise level and

modulation schemes as well as access systems have to account for that.

3 REQUIREMENTS FOR ANTENNAS

Antennas for wireless micro-systems have some key requirements. The first to mention is

their size. Because of the reduced size of the micro-systems themselves the antennas are

physically and in most cases also electrically small. Because of this reduced size the key

FIGURE 4 Block diagram for the realisation of the RF part of transceiver.
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parameter for the antenna design is not the gain or directivity. Important for the design are the

radiation efficiency and the matching to the circuit.

A equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 5 of an antenna consists of reactive part Xant and

two real parts RS and RV. The first one describes the inductive or capacitive part of the an-

tenna. The ladder two are the radiation resistance RS which accounts for the radiated energy

and the losses in the wires RV. To have an optimal power transfer you need to match the cir-

cuit complex conjugate. This means the source should have an impedance of:

ZG ¼ ReðZAÞ � j ImðZAÞ

ZG ¼ RS þ RV � jXA

or in other words, we have to make a resonator between source and antenna.

Another interesting topic is the placement of the antenna. The most sophisticated solution

is the integration into the micro-system. But this is only applicable for the S- and C-band

types. For the lower frequency bands there are two other approaches. One is to print the an-

tenna on the PCB or on a flexible substrate which acts as support. Another is to use discrete

antenna solutions in the form of single elements which can be mounted on the substrate or

PCB. Maybe there is also the solution of using external filters as substrate for the antennas.

4 TYPES OF ANTENNAS

As mentioned before in the focus of wireless micro-systems will be small and low gain

antennas. Here we can think of wire antennas like linear antennas (monopole, F-antenna,

loops, helices), dielectric antennas and patch antennas.

4.1 Loops

Loops are used in great number as antennas for transponder systems working in the HF

region (13.56 MHz, 26 MHz). Especially on credit card size transponders many loop turns

can be implemented. Here we normally have passive systems getting their energy from the

reader=writer station with low data rates. Energy and data are transmitted using inductive

coupling between the stationary loops and the transponder loops. Advanced technologies

FIGURE 5 Circuit including source and antenna.
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reach distances up to 1 m. Essentially critical in this application are the orientations between

base-station and transponder loops. They have to be parallel for maximum data and energy

transmission.

To calculate the parameters of these antennas one has to simulate them in most cases. But

for electrically small circular loops there are a number of approximation formulas.

For the imaginary part the inductance of the loop can be calculated as:

L ¼
1

24:5 � 109
�

n2 � a2

8a þ 11c

where

L inductivity

n number of turns

a mean radius in mm: a ¼ ðro þ riÞ=2

c width of turns in mm: c ¼ ro � ri

The two real parts are calculated using:

RV ¼
1

s
�

l

A

where

s conductivity of material

l length of wire

A cross-section of wire.

For electrically small loops the radiation resistance can be calculated using:

RS ¼ 31200 �
A

l2

� �2

FIGURE 6 Transponder with transmission coil. (# Fraunhofer Gesellschaft)
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where

A area of the loop using mean radius a

l wave-length.

Let us now make an example (Fig. 7). For a small transponder operating at 13.56 MHz we

have a 25 turn loop made on a 17 mm copper cladded substrate. Width of the copper strips is

50 mm. The inner diameter of the loop is 3 mm, the outer diameter is 8 mm. This leads to:

L ¼ 3:9 mH ðXA ¼ 332OÞ

RV ¼ 8:8O

The radiation resistance for this loop is so low that we can’t speak of radiation. But there is

inductive coupling between the reader and the transponder coils. To calculate the transmitted

power we have to use the mutual coupling between the different coils in such a transmission

system.

The coupling factor M between reader and transponder coil can be calculated by:

M ¼
m0pN1N2ðabÞ2

2ða2 þ r2Þ
3=2

where

N1 number of turns reader coil

N2 number of turns transponder coil

a radius of reader coil

b radius of transponder coil

r distance between coils

m0 permeability of vacuum

4.2 Linear Wire Antennas

Linear wire antennas are the classic well-known antennas as used for broadcasting reception.

For micro-systems we will have to make an approach that uses electrically short antennas.

Types used here are:

� mono-pole

� dipole

� F-antenna

The first two are especially used at the higher frequencies: 2.45 GHz and 5.8 GHz. Here

they have a dimension of about 6 cm and 2.5 cm respectively, mono-pole half of that. But

FIGURE 7 Loops with 25 windings as mentioned in example. (# Fraunhofer Gesellschaft)
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it can clearly be seen that these dimensions have great impact on the size of the micro-

systems. So normally they are placed away from the chip and determine the size of the

substrate (mostly flexible substrates).

F-antennas are widely used within integrated antenna solutions for cordless telephones.

They act like mono-poles with the advantage of better matching parameters. For proper

action they need a sufficiently sized ground plane.

Matching of the antenna to working frequency and amplifier impedance is done varying

the lengths a, d and l as shown in Figure 9. The overall length a þ d þ l determines the

operating frequency whereas the distances a and d are used to get proper matching.

The following Figure 10 and Figure 11 shows simulated and measured input reflection

coefficients. One can see that simulation and measurement agree quite well. The simulation

was done using Agilents Momentum field solver.

FIGURE 8 Transponder with dipole antenna on flexible substrate (# Intermec Technologies Corporation).

FIGURE 9 Parameters of F-antenna.

FIGURE 10 Simulation of 1.9 GHz F-antenna, input reflection coefficient.
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In free space wire antennas like mono-poles and dipoles are omni-directional in their

azimuthal pattern. Due to the needed ground-plane for F-antennas this is not possible. In

the ideal case where the ground-plane extends to infinity a hemispherical pattern is possible.

Unfortunately the integrated versions do not have the possibility of large ground-plane sizes.

So the pattern deteriorates. The following Figure 12 shows a measured pattern.

4.3 Patch Antennas

Patch antennas are very much in usage at microwave frequencies. Within wireless micro-

systems we could have the problem of size of the radiating element. Minimum size for a

FIGURE 11 Measured input VSWR.

FIGURE 12 Azimuthal pattern of a realised F-antenna.
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patch is a quarter of a wavelength. Without using dielectric substrates this would lead to a

dimension of about 3 cm in length. A half wavelength patch would have a size of 6 cm.

But there is the possibility of using dielectric materials.

To get a reasonable reduction of patch-length we will have to use substrates with quite high

dielectric constants as the reduction only works by the square root of the dielectric constant.

The dielectric constant itself must be replaced by an effective dielectric constant because only

parts of the electromagnetic waves will be within the substrate.

l ¼
l0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
er;eff

p

where

l length of patch

l0 length in free space ðl0=2Þ
er;eff effective dielectric constant

er;eff ¼
er þ 1

2
þ
er � 1

2
1 þ 12

h

w

� ��1=2

;
w

h
> 1

where

er dielectric constant

h thickness of substrate

w width of patch

Feeding of the patch can for example be done using a microstrip line. This would accom-

plish that micro-system and patch are located upon the same substrate.

FIGURE 13 Patch antenna over ground plane.
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Some relative dielectric constants for some materials are shown in the following table:

Aluminium oxide 8.8
Magnesium oxide 9.6
Silicon 12
BaTiOxide 39
(BaLn)TiOxide 80
Titania 100

4.4 Dielectric Antennas

Dielectric antennas consist of dielectric resonators or dielectrically loaded wire antennas.

4.5 Helices

Normal mode helices are the most common antennas in mobile telephones. They consist of

wound wire with a perimeter much lower than the wave-length of the used frequency. They

have the advantage that they are mechanically very stable (like a spring) and are very cheap

in manufacturing. For the usage within wireless micro-systems there are different disadvan-

tages especially regarding the connections between the antenna and the RF part. Helices can

not be integrated into the circuits.

5 FUTURE TRENDS

Future systems will have a demand for wireless micro-systems. They can be applied in many

different application scenarios as mentioned in the introduction. Especially body area

networks to monitor vital functions or to aid the people will be an upcoming thing. But

also in harsh environments like in production and manufacturing there will be a great demand

for wireless micro-systems for measuring purposes. Especially intelligent transponder

systems to aid the production will see a great future.

As integration levels get higher also smaller and compact antennas will be needed. Two

things will occur then: antennas will get smaller and the usage of dielectric material will

increase. On the other hand the solution could also be the usage of higher frequencies but

there may be technological problems.

6 CONCLUSION

Goal of this paper was to give an overview of wireless micro-system networks and their

specific requirements. In detail we focussed on the principal topology of these networks as

well as the single micro-systems. Main topic were the antennas—which make the connection

to the outer world. Different antenna types were described, some in detail and some just

mentioned.
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